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WELCOME
To the year in design!
Inside Out Contracts has now been in business,
supplying the best in contemporary contract
furniture, for 20 years.
During that time we’ve gained vast amounts of
invaluable knowledge on furniture and design;
From being part of hundreds of exciting projects
and in the know about the latest in furniture
designs launching across the globe.

2019 marks our 20th year in business and our
15th year visiting Salone del Mobile Milano,
the most prestigious and highly regarded
furniture design festival in the world.
To mark this milestone, we’re recapping all
the new furniture designs as launched in 2019,
providing a useful guide to the best in new
furniture so far this year and taking us into 2020.
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001 | IMM Cologne,

Das Haus
Each year IMM invites
an emerging international
talent to create their ideal
living environment for
Das Haus. The results are
manifold with inspiring
solutions for creating living
spaces showcased

GERMANY

Truly Truly
with great aesthetic artistry.
2018 saw an installation
by Czech designer Lucie
Koldová. This year the fair
enlisted talented Australian
design duo Truly Truly.

The Rotterdam based team
Truly Truly responded in
their own unique style
with a contemporary fluid
living space by “creating a
house divided into various
atmospheric moods rather
than functions.”.

The result is a warm space
which combines comfort
and natural materials
using a soothing mix of
colours in both furnishings
and partition walls.

001 | IMM Cologne,

GERMANY

I M M C o l o g n e key trends
Jumping off from Truly Truly’s atmospheric living space, IMM took us on a
soothing journey through the colours and shapes of emotional states.

MIAMI

MIAMI

The #metalframe trend continued throughout many stands taking various
guises and used in combination with a wide range of materials, be it with
upholstery for external use or with natural #rattan.

chair
With a tubular frame made from
galvanised steel, the Miami chair
makes use of trendy circles. For
outdoor use.

bar stool
The Miami bar stool is a chic
upholstered exterior stool with a tubular
frame made from galvanised steel.

We also took note of #sustainable elements across stands as designers
grow more concious of their eco footprints. Alongside these we were given
a look into the future of furnishing work spaces. An office can feel just as
relaxed as a living space at home.

PLUMAGE

PLUMAGE

high back chair
This high back lounge chair features a
wooden seat and sled base. Made
with bamboo slats and powder coated
metal for exterior settings.

bar stool
An outdoor stool with powder coated
metal frame reaching from the spoke
back to the sled legs is brought together
by the bamboo slatted seat.

FIFTIES

INES

bench
A simple metal frame available in
black and brass finishes make the
new pieces from firm favourite Fifties
collection great for chic restaurant
interiors.

side chair
An elegant side chair for restaurants
and hotels. Ines has a sleek exposed
metal frame, a padded seat and
backrest.

PERSI

PERSI

side chair
Woven from rattan with an option to
use the side chair outdoors by choosing
PVC rattan. The Persi has metal legs in
an A shape for added interest.

bar stool
The Persi bar stool has a rattan seat
and contemporary A shaped metal
legs with a structural foot rung for
comfort.

MAISON
& OBJET
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FRANCE

CECILE

CECILE

SULA

ZEUS

armchair
With dot to dot cane backing and
an art deco style wooden frame, the
Cecile armchair is a contemporary
classic.

side chair
Cecile mixes cane, wood and
upholstery with perfect elegance. A
lovely option for furnishing boutique
hotels.

side table
A side table made from carved marble
making unique use of trends from
circles to open table bases. Sula is a
luxe design for boutique interiors.

console table
Crafted from marble for the base and
a terrazzo top, Zeus is a console table
with a difference.

STOCKHOLM
FURNITURE FAIR

003 | Stockholm Design,

The Unfolding Village

Neri & Hu

At this year’s Stockholm
Furniture and Light Fair,
guests of honor, Neri & Hu
presented their exhibition
‘The Unfolding Village’.
Through this installation,
the designers highlighted
China’s dissapearing

Shanghai based Neri
& Hu hold this subject
close to their hearts. ‘The
Unfolding Village’ snakes
around various scenes,
interconnecting as though
you were walking through
the streets of a city

villages. Something that
has
been
changing
traditional notions of
community and tradition in
China for many years.

SWEDEN

or village. The piece itself
is abstract in form and
resembles a roof in order
to represent the home.

ATTICUS

Parker

LIZ

LIZ

lounge chair
Atticus’ exposed metal frame curves
artistically up around the backrest all
the way to the sled base.

stool
A plump stool cinched at the waist with
a ring doubling up as a handle making
the Parker easy to manover.

lounge chair
Designed specifically for exterior use
with a frame constructed from high
resistance aluminium tubing and die
cast aluminium legs.

sofa
The Liz sofa is a luxe upholstered sofa
for outdoors with plush cushions and
slender metal legs.

SALONE
DEL MOBILE

004 | Salone del Mobile Milano,

SCALA

LILLY

lounge chair
A luxury lounge chair, Scala features
the ruched upholstery trend along with
metal legs. A lovely option for boutique
hotels.

chair
Gathered upholstery was trending at
Milan. Lilly looks classy with gathers at
the backrest incorporated with metal
legs.

ITALY

QUADROTTA

FIFTIES

lounge chair
A hug in an armchair, Quadrotta is
a spacious seat for office breakout
areas and hotel interiors.

stool
The Fifties stools provide old-school
sophistication with their sleek metal
frames and leather seats.

BALTIMORA

BAM

armchair
Another trend setter, Baltimora’s loose
upholstery gives any setting a laid
back vibe.

side table
A collection of new coffee tables from
Milan available in a number of chic
finishes including, marble, bronze and,
our favourite, timber terrazzo.

004 | Salone del Mobile Milano,

TONELLA

MEETING POINT

stool

bench

The Tonella collection has been inspiring interior
design briefs for years and has now been updated
with a stylish low stool. The Tonella pouf brings the
collection together with its cage base and plush
cushioned seat.

A bench inspired by the Milan metro system. With
a simple on trend circular design, the Meeting
Point bench features a central upholstered seat
and two handy side tables all set upon a metal
structure. Meeting Point makes a stylish and
functional seating area for libraries, waiting areas
and workplaces.

ITALY

004 | Salone del Mobile Milano,

S a l o n e d e l M o b i l e M i l a n o key trends
The pinnacle event of the furniture design calendar and a showcase of the
latest innovations from the industries biggest influencers.

ITALY

EMPIRE

BOOGIE

side chair
Striking with its art deco inspired metal
detail, the Empire chair was launched
in Milan as part of the new collection.

side chair
Launched in Milan, the hotly anticipated
Boogie collection has a retro look and
feel with a tubular metal frame.

EMPIRE

BOOGIE

bar stool
Three steel arches take centre-stage
on the architecturally designed Empire
bar stool, building a truly art deco
inspired look.

armchair
Its slightly angled back and retro
padded armrests form the statementmaking Boogie armchair; not for shy
spaces.

EMPIRE

BOOGIE

armchair
The art deco inspired Empire armchair
like its stool and side chair counterpart
features a statement metal arched
back rest.

bar stool
The Boogie bar stool complements
the collection’s chair variations, with
a striking metal frame available in 16
glossy or matt colours.

HANS METAL

BOOGIE

side chair
Hans metal is a new modern adaption
of the well-loved design. First made by
an Italian factory 30 years before the
Iconic Hans Wenger Elbow chair.

lounge chair
The Boogie lounge chair extends the
collections stately metal form for a
generous seat and subtle angled back.

A resurgence of mid-century design aligns retro glamour with iconic
shapes and designs at the forefront of the latest offerings. New styles
emerged including gathered upholstery both reinventing classic designs
and establishing modern classics.

While materials have always been a key feature of design, now more than
ever they are playing a key role. The increase of recycled materials and
eco efficient manufacturing adds an extra dimension to these new designs.

Missoni teamed up with artist Alessandra Roveda for Missoni’s
Milanese HQ installation at Salone del Mobile Milano 2019.
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ITALY

HERA

JAMAICA

armchair
This armchair fuses lightness with
comfort made from an ergonomic
wooden structure and a plush
upholstered seat.

chair
A modern collection reworking retro
designs with contemporary metal and
plywood.

BUDDY

TRIBECA

SOUL

JAMAICA SOFT

sofa
A long plump sofa in a playful form
creating comfort in offices and lounge
areas.

bench
The Tribeca bench brings style to
exterior spaces with its metal frame and
woven seat made from PVC straps.

chair
Originally a design made from
Bentwood, Soul has a slatted teak
seat and an aluminium frame for
exterior settings.

chair
The Jamaica collection can also come
upholstered with the option of a side
chair or armchair version.

004 | Salone del Mobile Milano,

FOLK CANE

FOLK SOFT

side chair
Cane is one of this year’s favourite
materials making the Folk cane chair
an immediate hit.

side chair
Each Folk chair has a die cast
aluminium ring around the seat
giving customisation options to this
collection.

ITALY
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ITALY

KOLOS

CHAP

KIYUMI

KIYUMI

coffee table
Kolos is a coffee table in two heights,
made entirely from glazed ceramic,
a material giving each piece its own
unique artisan quality.

coffee table
A pair of coffee tables made
completely from Palladio Moro
marble or European grey glass with
a central column made from amber
glass.

armchair
A collection inspired by Japanese
figurative forms. Kiyumi has metal legs
and a plywood or upholstered seat.

side chair
The new Kiyumi collection includes a
side chair, stackable in both plywood
and upholstered versions.

004 | Salone del Mobile Milano,

ITALY

ROLLA

PLUCK

MOBY

JACE

armchair
An absolute rarerity, the Pluck armchair
is stackable by 3no. even with an
upholstered seat, wooden armrests
and trending cane backrest.

side chair
Cane has been making a comeback in
recent months and Moby makes great
use of this with its cost-effective design.

armchair
An already notable design, the Jace
was debuted in Milan as the winning
chair from a student competition in
Portugal.

armchair
Holla at the Rolla collection, already
one of these most popular new
collections launched at Salone del
Mobile Milano this year.

PLUCK

KIPLING

NANNINI

ROLLA

side chair
The feather light Pluck chair features a
trending dot-to-dot cane backrest and
stackable frame. #functional

side chair
Softly shaped and smooth in its form,
the Kipling side chair combines
plywood shapes and a metal frame;
erasing any sense of rigidness.

armchair
Nannini has a solid wooden structure
upholstered where it matters to create
a comfortable armchair for fine dining
restaurants. New to Inisde Out.

side chair
Uniquely, the Rolla has a bolster
cushion-like backrest which is extremely
comfortable, making us wonder why
no-one has thought to do this before?!

AXEL

CAMERON

VICTORIA

ROLLA

chair
Drawing in the crowds in Milan for
its simplicity, the Axel is a stackable
chair with a distinctive character and
A-frame legs.

side chair
Delicately formed from wood with an
exposed frame, Cameron was made

side chair
Classic mid century modern design,
the Victoria chair has a concise style,
now available on quicker lead times
thanks to the efficient Italian factory.

bar stool
Joining the popular collection in Milan,
the Rolla bar stool is a cool-new
addition that excels in comfort and
style. Holla back!

MIKADO

CAMERON

BET TE 2

GLENDA

armchair
The rounded wooden armrests wrap
around the backrest of this cleanly
styled chair, showing the craftmanship
in its construction.

chair
The classic Bette is updated with a
full back of spindles, infusing Nordic
influence and time-honoured style all
in one.

chair
The newest shaker style chair to hit
the furniture scene, Glenda, has a
removeable back pillow for flexible
comfort and style.

chair
The Japanese inspired Mikado chair is
the utmost of simplistic beauty all in a
chair. The elegant cross legs connect
at the curved plywood backrest.

to furnish carefree café spaces.
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COSMO

TULA

lounge chair
With its larger-than-life tub like seat, the
newly launched Cosmo lounge chair
will take you to stratospheric levels of
comfort.

lounge chair
A handsome high wing back chair with
inner flutes and distinctive wings, the
Tula is an already popular design from
Salone del Mobile Milano.

ITALY
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ITALY

GRADO

JUNO

SCUELLE

BALOO

side chair
The stackable Grado chair is a
simplistic wooden design with Lagom
sensibilities that includes an extra wide
seat for extra comfort.

armchair
Strong angular lines and geometric
forms of the Juno armchair pay homage
to Cubist design. Premiered for the first
time at Salone Del Mobile Milano.

armhair
With a handy fixed side table, the
newly adapted Scuelle lounge chair
also has a wide seat; great for remote
workers and coffee drinkers.

lounge chair
A warmly welcoming seat with trendy
gathers in the upholstery, Baloo offers
comfort in hotels with a weightless look
due to its open metal frame.

004 | Salone del Mobile Milano,

ITALY

LEA

CLESSIDRA

PIPPI

PIPPI

side chair
The 
Lea side chair combines rich
textures, debuting in Milan with a
unique four leg base and seat surround
all in steel.

armchair
Debuting in Milan, the Calla armchair
features a contemporary wooden
base with rounded ash wood legs,
and a modern tub-like seat.

bar stool
From the backrest right down to the
legs, the eye-catching Pippi bar stool
designed by Roberto Paoli centralises
on the fabric covered steel frame.

side chair
A steel frame upholstered in fabric
with fluid-like movement in its shaping
makes up the new Pippi chair designed
by Roberto Paoli.
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ITALY

CREMANT

CREMANT

SWELL

DE MILO

side chair
The button-less tufting makes its strong
debut with the new Cremant collection
this year, amping up the glamorous
appeal.

armchair
Cremant armchair features a high
back and buttonless tufting; a new
trend seen in abundance at this year’s
design fairs.

lounge chair
The fluid silhouette of the Swell lounge
chair balances ergonomic function
with sleek curvature.

chair
The De Milo chair features shell like
flutes on the backrest bringing romantic
style straight from a Renaissance
painting into 2019.

004 | Salone del Mobile Milano,

NATURE

NATURE

sofa
Inspired by the shapes of a bamboo
forest, the newly launched Nature sofa
has an abundance of character.

lounge chair
The new Nature collection includes
a lounge chair inspired by bamboo,
making it earthy and naturally easy on
the eye.

ITALY

NECTAR 2

HALLE METAL

armchair
The newly launched open frame of
the Nectar is steam bent from a single
piece of beech wood, modernised
with a generous and plump seat.

armchair
A slender metal frame props up the
Halle lounge chair, giving a lightweight
look. Featured here with fabric by
London artist Emma J Shipley.

NECTAR

AUDREY

armchair
The tradition of bentwood has been
given a contemporary twist in the Nectar
armchair. A modern tub chair for minimalist
interiors.

armchair
Audrey is minimal in its design with a
wooden base and upholstered seat
without holding back on comfort.

HALLE

BAKERLOO

lounge chair
The Halle collection is extended with
the new addition of a lounge chair,
deep seated with its signature cat’s ear
shaped backrest.

lounge chair
The Bakerloo lounge is composed of
this year’s trendy circular shapes using
time honored methods of construction.

STONE

BAKERLOO

lounge chair
The Stone lounge chair plays on current
consumer trends, incorporationg a
fixed side table, prioritising individual
space.

pouf
Lightweight yet deluxe, Bakerloo
created an airy space with its open
wooden frame and simple seat pad.

004 | Salone del Mobile Milano,

ITALY

DESIGNED BY
SPACE COPENHAGEN
The sumptuous fluid curves and the timeless pairing
of oak wood and soft leather are expertly crafted to
create a piece which is as tactile as it is beautiful.

DINING

FRANCIS MIRROR

HARDWICK

HARDWICK

chair
Designed by the renowned Space
Copenhagen comes the high design
rudimentarily named ‘Dining Chair’.

table
The Francis Mirror collection signifies
the convergence of digital art in
furniture design with a watercolour
printed mirror table top.

side chair
A perfect example of mid-century
design crafted from solid wood and
with buttonless tufting, characteristic of
the Mad Men era.

armchair
Great for industrial look restaurants
or hotel lounge bars, the Hardwick
armchair is sturdy and comfortable.

004 | Salone del Mobile Milano,

ITALY

PLATO

PLATO

VELA

IBIZA

armchair
This aluminium chair designed by
Jasper Morrison is available in a
range of colours and includes a cutout design doubling as drainage.

side chair
The stackable aluminium Plato chair,
designed by Jasper Morrison provides
a practical and stylish alternative for
outdoor use.

side chair
Designed by Bakery Studio, comes the
new lightweight magnesium Vela chair
for indoor and outdoor use.

armchair
Transforming waste into beauty, the
Ibiza is crafted from plastic washed
up from the ocean on the island it is
named after.

004 | Salone del Mobile Milano,

ITALY

ROBYN

ROBYN

weave
With a seat and backrest made from
weather resistant nautical rope, the
Robyn weave is great for exterior
projects.

outdoor
Bright technopolymer makes the Robyn
outdoor an eye-catching chair for
outdoor spaces in canteens and bars.

NAT TY

ROBYN

ROBYN

ROBYN

armchair
Wooden base and upholstered peep
back seat give the Natty a lightweight

lounge chair
The Robyn lounge chair is minimal
inspite of its large size, with a fine metal
frame and sturdy sled legs.

pvc weave
PVC material and zinc coated metal
frame create this weather resistant

outdoor soft
The subtle metal frame lends itself
perfectly to the delicate Robyn chair.
Paired with a waterproof acryllic
fabric.

open feel for cafés and restaurants.

Robyn chair for exterior cafés and bars.

E X-FAIR
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GLOBAL

E X F A I R noteworthy & new
EX-FAIR

Offstage from the world’s biggest design fairs, new furniture is still being
unveiled from emerging designers and workshops.

xxxxx xxx xxxxxx xxx xxx xxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxx, xxxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx
xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xxxxx xxxxx x xxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx x
Initiating and adhering to modern trends and movements, we celebrate
xxxxxx xxx xxxxx xxxx x xxx xxx xxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxxxx x xxxxxxxxxx xxx xxx
these in the same fashion as those launched on the world stage. Cane,
xxxxx xx xxxxxxxx xx xxxxxx, xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxxx xxxxx xxxxxx xxxxxx xxx xxxxx
Rattan and woven features dominate while plush upholstery remains
xxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxxxxxxx x x xxxxx xxx xxxxx xxx

a consistent favourite.

True to form we started the year with exterior collections launched ahead
of the summer season. More and more designers are bridging the gap
between exterior and interior spaces by creating designs that are equally
well suited to both.

AGATHA 3

AGATHA 3

bar stool
Complementing its chair counterpart,
the Agatha 3 bar stool incorporates
a harmonising mix of solid wood,
upholstery and metal.

side chair
A new member to the Agatha
collection, this third generation design
combines a Tolix style back in solid
wood, with new rose gold socks.

CUTLASS

HAIKU

side chair
A cut above the rest, the Cutlass chair
is stackable and unusual in its design,
resulting in a unique but functional
chair.

armchair
Japanese
minimalist
aesthetics
permeate the stacking Haiku armchair.
Graceful in its configuration, with a
truly unique armrest shape.

T-BONE

ABBRACCIO

lounge chair
The T Bone lounge chair oozes
confidence with its external wooden
leg structure, becoming a focal point
for the new collection.

armchair
The new Abbraccio collection, which
translates to ‘hug’, promises delightfully
soft comfort with elegantly curved arm
and back support.

T-BONE

DELILAH

chair
This confident chair design masters
style with ease, as the eclectic structure
of the wooden legs support the
upholstered seat.

coffee table
An opulent solid brass metal base
wraps around a carrara marble top
in the new decadent Delilah central
table.

005 | Ex-Fair,

AURELIA

HYPPO

PIPPA

GLOBAL

SPRINT

lounge chair
Set on a metallic plinth with a solid
frame and wrap around back, the
Aurelia lounge chair expresses simple
elegance and comfort.

lounge chair
Integrating soft upholstery and
wooden elements, the Hyppo lounge
chair demonstrates comfort and
character.

tub chair
The Pippa tub chair’s smooth wooden
frame and legs take on all the attention
for this Nordic-inspired chair.

bar stool
Emulating an old age sledge design,
the Sprint stool modernises this familiar
style producing the elegant silhouette
with added quirk.

VENEZIA

HYPPO

PIPPA

YUMI

lounge chair
The plush fixed or swivel based
Venezia lounge chair matches
sophistication with comfort in its deep
upholstered seat.

pouf
The petite wooden legs hug tight to
the edge of the Hyppo pouf creating
a smooth silhouette, yet drawing the
attention as a stand out feature.

sofa bench
Simplistic design with added Nordic
character, the Pippa sofa bench
creates the perfect waiting or doing
bench.

side chair
Carved edges add a level of intricate
design to the backrest, whilst retaining
the stackable functionality of the side
chair.

SHIRLEY

BARTON

BEAGLE

YUMI

lounge chair
A perfectly round seat and curved
backrest meet in the middle atop four
short conical legs in the new Shirley
lounge chair.

bar stool
The slimline profile of the Barton
offers no compromise on comfort and
presents a clean sophisticated style.

lounge chair
Styling with a Skandi-inspired lounge
chair from the contemporary Beagle
collection combines industrial metal
with plush upholstered.

bar stool
Re-interpreting a classic design, the
Yumi offers a modern take with subtle
details for an overall classic yet stylish
design.

SHIRLEY

BARTON

JAMIE

OBI

bar stool
The Shirley bar stool has a perfectly
rounded seat which meets the backrest
with a soft curve.

lounge chair
With a squared profile and wrap
around back, the Barton offers a
formal yet quirky take on the classic
lounge design.

lounge chair
A perfect fit for the contemporary
combination of plush upholstery and
sleek metal frames, the Jamie will be a
lounge area staple.

chair
Creating an hourglass silhouette, the
seat emulates a belt like design with
the continuous back adding a unique
design feature.
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KRAYON

NOVA

HENNESSY

GLOBAL

BROOKLYN

side chair
Subtle curvature of the back adds
elegance and comfort to the tactile
Krayon side chair. Designed for
exterior use.

side chair
Nova chair cuts an hourglass figure
with innovative eco-friendly materials.
Recycled from excess pieces discarded
during the production of other furniture.

lounge chair
With a frame that takes geometric form
the Hennessey does not compromise
on comfort or style.

bar stool w/arms
The continuious curve of the Brooklyn
bar stool makes a feature of solid
wood backrest. With a comfortable
upholstered seat cushion.

KRAYON

OCEAN

HENNESSY

BROOKLYN

high back chair
Creating a warm and inviting
ambiance, the Krayon high back offers
a moment of privacy in busy exterior
areas.

armchair
An eco friendly re-imagining of the
classic design my Nanna Ditzel. Each
Ocean chair uses 960g of ocean
plastic waste.

sofa
The galvanised steel frame is cleverly
manipulated to achieve an abstract
effect comparable to mid-century
modern designs.

armchair
With slim metal legs and a solid
wooden backrest, the wrap around
style provides the upmost level of
comfort.

RIPOSO

NESTOR

RIO

CAROUSEL

lounge chair
In line with current woven trends the
polyethylene wicker seat of the Riposo
allows the contemporary style to
continue out to exterior spaces.

side chair
The Nestor armchair is a classically
designed chair with sustainability in its
nature. This armchair boasts comfort
through it’s angular sculpted backrest.

GET TY

NESTOR

HB cantilever chair
Hinting to classic Lloyd Loom designs
the Getty chairs femanim curves offers
a modern addition to indoor dining
areas that plays into the latest trends.

armchair
A classic design using sustainable
materials. Hearkening back to
traditional methods, making a reliable
and long lasting piece of furniture.

rocking chair
The tubular framed rocking chair
celebrates the 50th anniversary of
the historic model ‘Rio’, designed by
Emanuel Gargano and Anton Cristell.

armchair
Comfort being of utmost importance,
the multi-material weave seat and
moulded aluminium arm create a
classic exterior design.

RIO

DIEGO

armchair
As with the rocking chair the Rio carries
history without compromising comfort
of the the deep drawn featured seat
and back rest.

stool
The solid beech wood shaped seat
fixed to the raw finished iron column
in screw top fashion, allows the
Diego swivel and height adjustable
functionality.
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BESPOKE
BY INSIDE OUT

UK

006 | Bespoke by Inside Out,

In-house Design
Our passion for furniture
design is undeniable,
especially
within
our
in-house design team.
Combining
experience
and innovative thinking we
are able to fulfil the unique
and complex request and
desires of our clients.

UK

UK Workshop
No concept,
idea, or
furniture design is too difficult
for our design team and
we pride ourselves on our
first-rate digital visualisations.

From
inspiration
to
installation, each phase
is carefully considered to
ensure quality. The conscious
choice to keep our workshop
in the UK allows us to work
closely with the team and
track each stage of the
production process.

From a simple stool to
the intricacy of custom
banquette seating; each
piece
benefits
from
expert and experienced
craftsmanship.

006 | Bespoke by Inside Out,

HANOVER

DAKOTA

MARSHMALLOW

UK

NIMES

lounge chair
A versatile lounge chair designed
in-house by both the client and our
design team to suit the needs of a
private members club in Mayfair.

lounge chair
Custom made to add hollywood
glamour to a private members club,
the Dakota’s eyecatching full fringe
detail makes a statement.

deep buttoned stool
This buttoned variation of our popular
Marshmallow showcases the level
of customisation of this simple stool
design.

chair
Far from traditional the Nimes features
a fluted back with a subtle curve for
the comfort and privay of the user.
Designed for a private members club.

HANOVER

BALCON

ELIAS

NEWRY

bar stool
With the same fluted outer back as
the Hanover lounge chair, the curved
shape of the backrest hugs the user for
optimum comfort.

low stool
Designed for a retro, modernised hotel
in the heart of Dublin. The Balcon low
stool is in-keeping with current trends
by fusing a mix of materials.

CARBIS

ELMORE

table
Boasting exceptional craftsmenship,
our solid wood table with metal detail
was designed to suit a relaxed, fun
and friendly restaurant and bar.

side chair
The Elmore side chair carries a
significant amount of class with its
slightly curved silhouette and classic
sensibility.

ORKNEY

SULLIVAN

bench
The plush upholstered bespoke bench
showcases simplistic straight edges
to bring elegance and class to hotel
bedrooms and lounge spaces.

stool
With studded detail and piping the
upholstered seat and tubular frame of
the Sullivan bar stool makes a statement
with out compromising comfort.

sofa
Designed for an atmospheric, stylish
office bar, the Elias provides the function
of a banquette with the comfort and
style of a sofa, creating a focal point.

coffee table
Designed using glass and metal for
a modern hotel in Dublin. The straight
edges and square cut out shapes
formed a contemporary table.

GIBBS

AUSTEN

coffee table
Combining a silestone top for
practicality and style, the Gibbs coffee
table has a modernistic style with its
ash wood geometric legs.

tub chair
Simplistic yet classic the Austen tub
chair was designed for a private
boarding school providing a practical
shape with a difference.

SCROLL

CASSET TE

lounge chair
The Scroll lounge chair is
true to its name following
style and carved wooden
upholstery options create
finish.

designed
the open
legs; vast
a unique

leaner bar
Designed to emulate existing fixtures
of a cinema. This bespoke leaner bar
was an inspired design that perfectly
suited and finished the interiors.
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Inside Out Contracts are commercial
furniture specialists for the hotel,
leisure & restaurant industry.
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Head Office & Showroom:
Building 16, 42 Creek Road
London, SE8 3FN, UK

Tel: 020 8305 3130
E-mail: mail@insideoutcontracts.com
Website: www.insideoutcontracts.com

